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A big-budget action-adventure, STEAMWORLD HEIST is
set in the dark and dangerous world of steam-powered
mechanized combat. Immerse yourself in a uniquely
created universe where robot technology meets
steampunk aesthetics. Explore an all-new open world
with atmospheric vistas, brimming with surprises, and
populated by a diverse cast of colourful characters.
Explore the open world of SteamWorld Heist: In
SteamWorld Heist, you play as Rusty, a cyborg bounty
hunter who travels the vast landscape of a mysterious
island searching for the most elusive criminal
organization ever - the Railroad Gang. Encounter a vast
cast of colourful characters and a variety of challenging
Steam-themed missions. Catching the best criminals
and putting bounties on their heads will earn you
money, upgrades, and reputation with the townsfolk.
Will you be brave enough to venture into the darkest
depths of the most dangerous criminal organization?
Key Features: ▪ The island of STEAMWORLD.
STEAMWORLD is a mysterious island that is cut off from
the rest of the world. Lined by imposing railroad-
tunnels, fields of steam-powered machinery, and rich
resources, it is a steam-powered parallel-universe
where technology meets nature, where the dark meets
the bright, and where robots lead the way. ▪ Rusty. It's
Rusty. A broken down bounty-hunter on the search for
a new body and a fresh start. He's not the fastest or
strongest, but he has the unique ability to hook up with
and ride a wide variety of machines. ▪ Weapons &
Items. Expand your arsenal of weapons as you pick up
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various weapons dropped by your enemies and explore
the world. ▪ Unique Gameplay. Craft an arsenal of
powerful gear that evolves as your play style changes.
You can upgrade the speed and handling of your fire-
spitting robot dog by attaching upgrades, or you can
change your weapons to take advantage of your
chosen gun. ▪ A Galaxy of Characters. Meet the largest
cast of characters ever seen in a video game. Varying
in appearance and play style, they are the colourful
denizens of the world of STEAMWORLD. ▪ One of a
Kind. The dark and dangerous world of STEAMWORLD is
a one-of-a-kind rendition of an alternative world where
technology and nature intersect. Will you be brave
enough to venture into the darkest depths of the most
dangerous criminal organization?

Features Key:
Control your hero with the Emobilia Strategist
Control everything in the game, and take part to the story of isolation, darkness and
conspiracy
Explore a unique and dark Fantasy world
Defeat the evil forces that threaten the kingdom
Arm yourself with powerful weapons like the bow, sword or magic
Defeat hordes of enemies and giant bosses, who will stand in your way
Shoot arrows, throw bombs, use special abilities
Share your progress with your friends

BLACK ACE is a sequental First-Person Shooter combined with RPG
elements and terrifying action

Create different Classes
Use a wide arsenal of weapons to defeat monsters, and find out the secrets of this
twisted world
Combat zombies, demons, and more
NPC
More weapons, more possibilities, the story is only yours
Lots of Bosses
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1. Download;

2. Install

3. Play

BLACK ACE Game Requirements: 

Minimum Requirements:

Minimum:

Windows 7/8
7.4GB RAM
1080p Graphics
4 GB available space.
DirectX 9.0 or higher.
Sound card is not recommended.
1.8 GHz or higher processor.

Recommended:

Windows 7/8
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